pragmatic approach to the network stack, having less layers than its OSI pendant. This also fits constraints imposed by the embedded architecture used in our HopeMesh implementation.
In this section, we discuss our modifications introduced to the Tanenbaum's network stack along with some implementation details and the software used.
Layer 1 -Physical
The physical layer is implemented using a wireless technology by utilizing capabilities of the HopeRF RFM12B low cost ISM band transceiver. This transceiver offers the frequency-shift keying modulation (FSK) and operates on one of ISM range frequencies -a 868 MHz version has been used in our experiments. The output RF power was set to 4 dBm (≈ 2.5 mW). The antenna used was a simple quarter wavelength wire.
This transceiver can only operate in a half-duplex mode. Thus, a special care has to be taken when writing device drivers for this module. The algorithmic solution to this problem was already presented in another paper [14] .
Layer 2a -Medium Access Control
The Medium Access Control (MAC) sublayer was implemented exactly as proposed by Tanenbaum [13] with all his assumptions (Station Model, Single Channel Assumption, Collision Assumption, Continuous Time and Carrier Sense). The actual MAC frame format is presented in Figure 1 . The frame consists of four parts:  Preamble: 2 bytes (values 0xAA) -this pattern is the bit representation of alternating 0 and 1 values; this helps the receiving PLL circuit to lock in to the correct frequency in order to minimize bit errors for the sync pattern recognition.  Sync pattern: 2 bytes (value 0x2DD4) -programmed into the hardware of the RFM12B module; after the module recognizes this pattern, it will fill its internal receiver FIFO with further data.  Data: an actual payload for the transmission; the data must not contain data with 0xAA values.  Postamble: 1 byte (value 0xAA). One can see that the implemented MAC frame format does not include any error checking. The algorithm will simply stream bytes to or from the upper network layers until the postamble byte 0xAA is being detected. Only then the MAC layer assumes that the frame reception or transmission is complete.
Layer 2b -Logical Link Control
The implementation follows a Tanenbaum's [13] category of an unacknowledged connectionless service. According to Tanenbaum's data link layer design principles, the following functions were implemented in the LLC layer:  Service interface for the network layer: each packet is transmitted in one frame.  Transmission error handling: an error correction Hamming code and an error detecting CRC-16 code.  Data flow: no flow control algorithms implemented.
Error Correction and Detection
Due to the nature of a wireless connection which is a highly unreliable channel, an error correcting as well as an error detecting code were introduced:  Hamming code: this code was used to provide data to the MAC frame. The implemented code is an extended ETS 8,4 Hamming code [15] -so two error bits can be detected and recovered. This code ensures that the final code sent via the physical device does not produce continuous streams of 1 or 0 bits required by the MAC layer.  CRC-16 checksum: this code was implemented for the payload provided by the upper network layers. It is used after and before the Hamming decoding process. The algorithm used was reused from the existing AVR libc library which provides a hardware optimized CRC-16 routine.
Frame Format
The frame format for the LLC layer can be seen in Figure 2 . The maximum size of a frame is 256 bytes, including the LLC header. The following fields were used:  Type: 4 bits long -identifies the type of the transmitted packet (broadcast or unicast);  Length: 12 bit long -includes the total length of the data payload;  CRC: 16 bit long -holds the calculated CRC-16 checksum. 
Layer 3 -B.A.T.M.A.N. Routing
According to Tanenbaum [13] , the network layer is responsible mainly for transparently routing packets from a source to a destination inside the network. The following requirements for this network layer were implemented: 1. Topology information: The network layer knows the network topology by using the B.A.T.M.A.N. routing algorithm.
Technology independence:
The network layer completely hides the routing technologies and algorithms from the upper layers. 3. Uniform addressing: The upper layers have to provide an uniform address of the destination by using a 16 bit long address value.
The network layer was implemented as a connectionless service which can be qualified as a datagram subnet. Each packet contains the full source and destination address and each router (mesh node) does not hold any state information about connections.
The network layer uses the B.A.T.M.A.N. approach enhanced in the following way:  RFC conformance: the real B.A.T.M.A.N. draft RFC [5] was used as a template for implementing the routing algorithm.  TTL introduction: to prevent the infinite message looping inside the network.  Bidirectional link check: to ensure that only bidirectional routes are being propagated through the network.
Route Propagation
As was already shown in [17] the B.A.T.M.A.N. algorithm is very promising since not the whole network topology information has to be stored on each mesh node but only the next visible gateway for each known destination.
The B.A.T.M.A.N. RFC [16] proposes that each mesh node broadcasts OGM (originator) packets through the network in order to keep the route information up-to-date.
The implemented OGM packet format can be seen in Figure 3 . The following fields are being transmitted along with each OGM packet:  Version: 4-bits long -specifies the protocol version.  Flags: 4-bits long -can carry up to four status bits for the packet.  TTL: 8-bits long -decreased before each retransmission. If the value reaches zero, the packet will be dropped.  Sequence Number: unique for each OGM and increased with every transmission.  Originator and sender address: an address of the node which created and sent the current packet. Each mesh node always sends an OGM packet after a configurable interval (every second in our case). When a neighbor mesh node receives an OGM packet, it will decide whether to save the originator in the routing table and whether to resend the received OGM packet in order to spread the information about the originator in the network. The full algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . 
Unicast Messages
Unicast messages carry the actual data payload which has to be routed from an originator to a target. They are fully supported by the HopeMesh implementation, however, they are not described here.
Route Determination
The algorithm for finding the best gateway is based on the count of received OGM messages as a metric. The routing The routing table with those fields is constantly updated upon the reception of new OGM packets. Every second the routing table is examined for entries which can be purged. The purge timeout is configurable (10 seconds in our case). Route entries older than 10 seconds will be deleted from the routing table. The algorithm ensures that no outdated routing entries are persisted in the routing table. This allows adapting the routing information dynamically with a changing network and conforms to the requirements stated in the RFC [16] .
Layer 4 -Transport
Requirements for the transport layer were inherited from the lower layers. A transport layer entity format was chosen as shown in Figure 5 . It simply consists of a null-terminated data stream. This allows implementing string based applications in the application layer and passing those strings without further modification to the transport layer. 
Layer 5 -Application
User space applications utilizing the lower network layers currently are:  Shell: responsible for sending strings over the network whenever the user prompts a "send" command.  Receiver thread: prints received strings to the UART interface whenever the transport layer receives a new payload.
Experimental Results
The experiments have been conducted to study behavior of the B.A.T.M.A.N. routing algorithm as the heart of the HopeMesh Wireless Mesh Network.
Experiment #1
This experiment starts with a rebroadcasted OGM sent from 0xc (a direct bidirectional link neighbor) originated by 0xd, an unknown node until now (see Figure  6 and Listing 1).
Listing 1. Output of Experiment #1
rx: llc: crc=0x0 , len=8, type=1 ogm: sender_addr=0xc, originator_addr=0xd, flags=0x0, seqno=23, ttl=49 tx: llc: crc=0x0, len=8, type=1 ogm: sender_addr=0xa, originator_addr=0xd, flags=0x0, seqno=23, ttl=48 routing table: target_addr: 0xb, gateway_addr: 0xb, seqno: 0, cnt: 2, time: 0 target_addr: 0xc, gateway_addr: 0xc, seqno: 0, cnt: 1, time: 0 target_addr: 0xd, gateway_addr: 0xc, seqno: 23, cnt: 1, time: 0
As a result, a node 0xd was added to the routing table. The gateway 0xc is a known neighbor so a secure route can persist.
Experiment #2 A goal of the next experiment (performed according to the Figure 7 and Listing 2) was to verify the reception of an OGM originated from 0xc. As expected, the OGM rebroadcasted by 0xa with the "is direct" flag set.
Experiment #3
In this experiment a new interesting situation was introduced to the node 0xa. It suddenly received a direct OGM from 0xd originated by 0xa. 0xd was already present in the routing table via the gateway 0xc. The behavior of the algorithm is shown in Listing 3 and Figure 8 . The node 0xd was added as a direct bidirectional link neighbor because it rebroadcasted our own OGM. Note that now we have two route entries to the node 0xd, one direct link and one via the 0xc gateway.
Experiment #4
The final network topology after all the three experiments is shown in Figure 9 . The last experiment shows what will happen if no OGM is received after an interval of 16 seconds. This results is the empty routing table which is a correct behavior. Currently, after 10 seconds a route entry must be deleted if no OGM is received within this timeout. Packet drops The measured percentage of dropped OGM packets was between 0.4 % and 3.97%, depending on the experiment. This is a much better result than a 15%-drop of OMG packets obtained previously in [17] .
The research shows that the experiments succeeded in a correct behavior of the routing algorithm implemented according to the proposed network stack. Certainly, not all cases of a network topology update have been studied, which opens new scenarios for future implementations.
Summary
An implementation of a robust and scalable mesh network using embedded devices despite its hardware constraints is quite possible. A working mesh network prototype and an algorithmic framework for further development is ready and running.
A complete network stack was designed and implemented, as discussed in the paper. The B.A.T.M.A.N.-based routing algorithm was implemented as a network layer protocol. Moreover, some experiments have been carried out to prove the proper routing behavior in dynamic conditions.
